Find Your Writing Community

During eight-week, non-credit workshops enjoy:

• Constructive feedback

• Craft talks, writing prompts, and assignments by published teachers

• Great for beginners to get started and mature writers to reach the next level

• $50 of your paid registration is a tax-deductible gift benefitting the D.H. Lawrence Ranch (not for TR)

• Write anywhere, anytime from the comfort of your computer

* Former Taos Summer Writers’ Conference Faculty

Fall 2017 Workshops
October 2 - November 24

Laura Brodie*
Shape Your Story: Creating a World (multi-genre)

Daniel Mueller*
Image in Writing: The Picture Tells the Story

Tanaya Winder
Writing the Rupture (poetry)

Summer Wood*
Write It New (multi-genre)

“‘Rananim’ from the Hebrew rananoi ‘to rejoice, to exalt.’ D.H. Lawrence’s envisioned utopian society of artists at the Kiowa Ranch.

“I loved Dan Mueller’s Image workshop. Using what I learned with him and then taking a Rananim prose workshop helped me get my short story published. I never thought I had it in me!”

For more information:
dhlawrenceranch.unm.edu
dhlawrenceranch@unm.edu
(505) 277-5572

Sharon Oard Warner, Founding Director
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